Sightseeing Information

Full Day Alpine Fairytale Tour
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Visit Bled the Pearl of Slovenia's Alpine region with its Castle,
Lake and fairytale island on this wonderful tour to the Bohinj
Valley in the heart of the Julian Alps.
Duration of tour: 10 hours 30 mins

Additional Information
This tour is operated in air conditioned vehicles.
The Tour
From Ljubljana to the Alpine region below the Julian Alps we
reach Bled, the magnificent alpine resort. Ascent the old castle
perched on top of a steep cliff above the glacial Lake Bled.
Castle terraces offer spectacular views of the lake and its tiny
island in the middle. Take a boat ride with 'Pletna' , traditional
boat made by locals and reach the only true island in Slovenia
or visit breath-taking beauty of Bled's Vintgar gorge, where
wooden path will take along the rushing river Radovna through
the picturesque gorge, which measures 1600m and ends with
26-metre waterfall Sum. Continue to Bohinj, our largest glacial
lake located in the Triglav National Park. Take a swim or canoe
or just walk around it. Lake's natural enviroment will impress
you while it shows different face each season. After tasting the
exquisite sour milk or famous Bled's cream cake we stop in
Skofja Loka, one of the oldest Slovenian towns, have a walk
around this medieval and charming town, situated under the
castle and the monastery.
Includes
Hotel pick up transfer, professional English speaking guide,
Please note:
Pick up time and location are as booked however from time to
time clients may be requested to be picked up from an
alternative meeting point close to their hotel or up to 30 mins
earlier or later the booked pick up time for a smoother
operation. The following optional are not included -Bled Castle
8eur person -Pletna boat ride to Bled Island 10eur person Vintgar Gorge 4eur person Canoening on Bohinj Lake 4eur
person. please wear confortable shoes.
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